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Biden’s Big Left Gamble
Rebecca Traister - Daily Mail
In December 2016, progressive economist Heather Boushey, who had recently
advised Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign, was trying to cheer me up. Sure,
America had just elected Donald Trump, whose economic team consisted of six white
guys named Steve, Boushey told me then.
But the good news was that Clinton’s economic team, which included several women
— and only three white guys named Mike (Pyle, Shapiro, and Schmidt) — had been
planning infrastructure legislation that was half traditional bridge-and-road stuff and
half unprecedented support for America’s wobbly child-, elder-, home-, and
community-care systems through a mandated paid-leave policy, caps on child-care
costs, and increased wages for caregivers — long-elusive feminist priorities.
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Even in the wake of devastating loss, Boushey was confident that enormous shifts
were taking place, ones that had been under way for some time. The Democratic
Party, even its Establishment leaders like Clinton, had begun to move away from the
centrist, Wall Street–driven approach that had characterized it for the past 50 years
toward a greater commitment to bigger public investment, the kind that came out of
movements for gender and racial equity.
“Those Mikes all understand the care economy,” Boushey joked then.
“And someday there is going to be another Democratic administration.”
But she wasn’t going to just wait around. Boushey and Pyle (one of those Mikes)
began hosting dinners for economists, lawyers, and policy nerds who believed things
needed to change. The dinners were held in restaurants in New York and San
Francisco; Boushey hosted a couple at her house in D.C. and cooked for the crew.

Among those invited were Rohit Chopra, who had helped Elizabeth Warren set up the
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau; Wally Adeyemo, who had worked at the
CFPB; Stef Feldman, a policy aide to Joe Biden; Angela Hanks, then at the
Groundwork Collaborative; and Jennifer Harris of the William and Flora Hewlett
Foundation. Bharat Ramamurti, an adviser to Warren, and antitrust specialist Lina
Khan were also informally involved.
The gatherings intentionally included young people drawn from different corners of
the party. Boushey and Pyle wanted those who had been aides and those who had
been agitators, and not just the folks who had gone to the elite schools that had
produced the men who had historically shaped so much federal economic policy.
During the same years, Boushey was participating in a different set of meetings,
quarterly assemblies organized by Felicia Wong, president and CEO of the Roosevelt
Institute, alongside progressive academics Dorian Warren and Darrick Hamilton,
Demos president K. Sabeel Rahman, former Clinton adviser Michael Linden,
Facebooker turned antitrust guy Chris Hughes, and Joelle Gamble of the Omidyar
Network.
The mission of this group was somewhat distinct, less about modification from inside
the Establishment and more about “how to take advantage of a once-in-a-lifetime
paradigm shift in economic thinking,” said Wong. Or, as Hamilton, a professor of
economics and urban policy at the New School, who would go on to work as an
adviser to Bernie Sanders in 2020, put it, “to change the way government uses its
power. That involves a willingness to forge new leaders, rather than to change the
old.”
Few of the people meeting in these groups were outsiders, exactly; some had already
advised presidents. But many had been traumatized by the slow pace of economic
recovery after the 2008 financial crisis and the decision to bail out banks while
millions of Americans lost homes and jobs.
Some were reckoning with their own roles in that recovery and the politics that
undergirded it. Jake Sullivan, formerly Clinton’s top policy adviser, wrote a 2018
piece in Democracy Journal arguing that Democrats had “reached another turning
point” at which the recession had “laid bare the failure of our government to protect
its citizens”; others were coming to the conversations out of movements for economic,
racial and gender justice (Occupy, Fight for $15, Black Lives Matter, Me Too).
The approach they were taking — those looking to push the Establishment from the
inside and those wondering how to make a new Establishment — functioned like the
professional class’s version of grassroots organizing.
And now, in 2021, a startling number of those people are working in the Biden
administration. Boushey serves on the Council of Economic Advisers; the care
economy, built around ideas activists like Ai-jen Poo have been talking about for
years, and that Boushey described excitedly five years ago, runs through both the
American Families Plan and the American Jobs Plan that are being fought over in the
Senate.

Pyle is chief economist to Vice-President Kamala Harris. Jennifer Harris is director
of international economics and labor at the NSC-NEC; Linden and Rahman are at the
OMB; Hanks is a counselor to the Labor secretary; Gamble is on the NEC; Adeyemo
is deputy secretary of the Treasury; Ramamurti is deputy director of the NEC; Khan
is chair of the Federal Trade Commission, Chopra its commissioner and in line to
lead the CFPB.
Unlike the young progressive politicians who have infiltrated the Democratic Party
via primaries, these economists are working to make change at the behest of the
party’s establishment. The president’s hiring at many levels of his administration has
been unexpected and diverse, and not just in a Gina Haspel, Girl Torturer way.
He has injected new ideological blood, much of it from the lineage of his primary
opponent Warren, who has long believed that personnel is policy; Biden brought in
these wonks to implement his economic agenda.
Now, the question is whether he can execute theirs. Few expected Biden would be at
the helm of the Democratic Party’s biggest left turn since LBJ. (“A lot of us are
like, Huh?” said one advocate who works closely with the administration. “I’m closer
to it than some people, and I’m still like … Huh.”)
But here we are, with a federal-budget proposal representing the highest sustained
government spending since World War II being negotiated in the Senate and historic
investments in a care economy and climate policy on the table via an imperiled
reconciliation bill. It’s stuff that — if any of it works — would be the result of decades
of organizing: on the streets, in electoral politics, and in the field of economic policy.
If it doesn’t, human beings and the planet will be that much further from getting
anything close to what they so desperately need. But success or failure now is also
about whether this president will truly take advantage of that once-in-a-lifetime shift
in economic thinking to produce lasting change, or just a marginally better version of
an old Democratic model.
It is often said that Trump was saying the quiet part loud — about his party’s
animating hatreds and eagerness to break democratic systems and about its
willingness to run up enormous deficits on behalf of giant tax cuts for corporate
America. Among other things, his bravado helped to put the Democrats’ comparative
timidity into stark relief. “Now we’re saying the quiet part loud,” said Wong.
“For example, that more anti-trust regulation is good for America. Politicians
couldn’t imagine even five years ago saying that out loud. The Trump presidency gave
people the opportunity to just be frontal about what needs to happen: We need to be
paying people more, need to be raising rich people’s taxes, need to be contemplating
breaking up Facebook and regulating industries.”
In some ways, the Biden administration is edging toward something Democrats have
been scared to do since the rise of Ronald Reagan: showcasing government as a
salubrious force in regular people’s lives. Reagan built his regime on racist, sexist
tropes about “welfare queens” sucking federal dollars from a white middle class and
told Americans that “the nine most terrifying words in the English language are: I’m

from the government, and I’m here to help.” For decades, Democrats ceded to those
characterizations.
Biden, in contrast, regularly frames the federal government as the force that stemmed
mass death and permitted economic survival through the pandemic: shots in arms,
checks in bank accounts. He publicly centers equity — that government investment in
housing, jobs, climate initiatives, and care work is good because it addresses racial
and gender injustice — and gives speeches about employers needing to compete for
workers by raising wages.
Despite an unwilling Senate, he speaks with conviction about raising taxes on the
wealthy, rather than bailing out banks. For the first time since 1993, Biden’s 2022
budget proposal did not include the discriminatory Hyde Amendment, which prohibits
the use of federal insurance money to pay for abortions.
There is, of course, a chasm between Biden’s words, which are important (“Rhetoric
is not something to pooh-pooh,” said Hamilton), and legislative reality. Hyde will
almost certainly wind up in the final budget; billions get slashed
from infrastructure every time two senators brush against each other in a hallway.
One thing that is real, though, and on its way this month, is the expansion of the Child
Tax Credit, which won’t be buried in the tax code or in block grants but delivered as
monthly $250-to-$300-per-child checks. They will arrive directly from the federal
government, and states cannot cut them off, as they have with expanded jobless
benefits.
Representative Rosa DeLauro of Connecticut, who first introduced the amendment to
improve the CTC in 2003 and watched it stall until now, is fighting to make it
permanent. “We haven’t seen anything like it since the New Deal,” she said.
Dorian Warren, co-president of the nonprofit Community Change, agreed: “That it’s
happening is astounding. And there’s swagger. Like, ‘We’re going to cut child
poverty in half.’ It’s very un–Democratic Party!”
Biden’s team insists that he alone is the engine behind his administration’s
progressivism, that he has not changed, that he has always been this person. His top
economic adviser, Jared Bernstein, pointed to the president’s long commitment to
unions, which has been “at the core of the Biden economic model from the beginning
of his career,” and suggested that “to some extent, I see both the party and our
understanding of how economies work catching up with insights Biden has long
held.”
The Biden team’s adherence to the message that he’s steering this ship on his own
makes sense. They’re defending against a pernicious cartoon being peddled by Fox
News: the president as a doddering puppet controlled by AOC and her squad of woke
socialists. That’s an easy-bake racist, sexist narrative, prefabbed and ready to pull
out against any Establishment politician who pushes for substantive change.
But it’s hard to cast Joe Biden — who voted for welfare reform, wrote the 1994 crime
bill, and mishandled the testimony of Anita Hill — as some renegade fighting his

neoliberal party from the inside. For 40 years, Biden was a powerful foot soldier of
that party and its politics.
As the venerable leftist Frances Fox Piven said to The Nation in May, “If you
remember Biden as a senator, this guy was not somebody who was an innovator. He
was not somebody on the left … He was kind of a sleazy politician. But he has become
a new FDR.”
Boushey offered this appraisal: “He’s had the same ideas about what he’s wanted to
do, which is to grow the middle class, from the beginning. He’s been willing to try
different tactics and go along with his party to get there. Now, at the pinnacle of his
career, it’s like, ‘Okay, now we need to get back to some of the tactics that we used to
use that worked, like unions.’ ” Wong put it more simply.
“He’s so old,” she said, “that it turns out he’s actually pre-neoliberal.”
Biden came of age politically among vestiges of the New Deal coalition. He — like
some of the other septuagenarians who really have been thanklessly agitating for
reform over decades, including 78-year-old DeLauro, 79-year-old Sanders, and
74-year-old Barbara Lee — has a lived frame of reference for the fact that Democrats
are capable of doing things differently. It’s just that since the 1980s, they’ve chosen
not to.
Several of the very qualities that struck many of Biden’s critics as marks against him
when he was a candidate have turned out to be key to the surprisingly high estimation
of him as a president. Biden’s age — as a progressive asset, rather than a liability —
is not the only irony of the symbiosis he has so far enjoyed with the left.
The bet that he, as an older white moderate, a president-shaped president, would have
leeway that neither Clinton nor Obama nor Sanders could have has paid off in ways
that are depressing and bode ill for a more representative political future; he wastes
no capital on being the first Black president, the first woman president, the first
Jewish president, or a president understood to be ideologically distinct from the
center-meh.
And yet, whatever quality drove him to make a third run for the presidency likely also
drives him to want to stand out — to leave a mark. “This is his last shot at doing
something that generations will remember him for,” said Congressional Progressive
Caucus chair Pramila Jayapal.
The overlapping crises of the past year and a half have offered a path: Recent
analysis of Census Bureau data showed that the last round of $1,400 stimulus checks
immediately preceded declines in food shortages, financial instability, and depression,
felt most deeply by the poorest recipients and households with children.
“There’s a reason people keep going back to FDR,” said Wong, noting how many
still tell her that Roosevelt gave their grand-father a job.
“You can be the hero of your own story if you build things that are very direct.
Presidents want to be heroes. The good ones want to be heroes for the right reason,

and that heroism has been made very available to Biden: You could create a new
economy that is going to be more green and less racist. Wow, that is appealing.”
Wong remembered listening to him on an episode of Pod Save America before the
election, on which he talked about electric cars and solar energy: “You hear the
enthusiasm in his voice, ‘The batteries are as big as my arm!’ This was very visceral
for him.” As a candidate, Biden cut an ad in which he vroomed around in his 1967
Corvette talking about electric cars and lovingly of his car-dealer father: “God, could
my dad drive a car. Oof.”
This spring, the president drove a Ford electric truck; it was a path to merging the
(still very much unrealized) climate-change priorities of a new generation with a
performance of machismo redolent of the last. “I’m a car guy,” he said.
One of Biden’s most salient qualities — perhaps what Piven meant when she referred
to his “sleazy politician” vibe and others describe as his undeniable aptitude for
retail politics — gives him another advantage. Joe Biden is good at being a politician.
When ideological shifts are precipitous, said Claudia Sahm, an economist who served
on the Council of Economic Advisors under Obama, “some people get very torn
because they’re not fighting just an older generation; they’re fighting their past selves.
But if you’re political enough, you just roll with it and pretend no one noticed. I don’t
get a lot of sense from Biden that he’s feeling bad.”
And he shouldn’t feel bad! Over the years, he has changed his mind on gay marriage
and abortion, acknowledged that the drug laws he wrote wreaked havoc on families.
“We actually do want politicians to be responsive, at least to our side,” said Dorian
Warren.
“Politicians are supposed to constantly put their finger in the air to see which way the
wind is blowing. It’s our job to shift the wind.”
One of the ways the wind has changed in recent years is that it’s not always blowing
from the top. Joe Biden is the president because of organizing that originated not with
his party but with voters and activists long ignored by Democrats. He seems to have
learned from that.
“To see that Black women and Indigenous people and poor people and Latinos and
Asians delivered states that he never thought he could win,” said Jayapal, “He has
turned out to be somebody who learned things that probably would contradict things
he did in his past.”
Some of what he’s learned has surely helped guide his hiring. That he has brought in
so many young people, and in some cases put them in positions of authority, matters:
He is seeding the next 40 years of government.
Biden not only nominated 32-year-old Khan, a leading advocate of antitrust
enforcement of tech monopolies and a vociferous foe of Amazon, to the FTC; in a
genuinely hard-core move, on the day she was confirmed, he made her the chair.

Khan and the many regulatory enthusiasts she is bringing with her are what Biden
wanted. He wasn’t just checking a box; he was building a bench.
“I think we’re watching a sea change,” said Sahm, but that’s precisely the challenge
facing Biden and Democrats: governing through ideological shifts, making and
passing policy rooted in ideas that remain suspect to many of the most powerful in
D.C., executing that legislation competently and then advertising that they did it.
It’s a lot. And the Democrats who have been at the wheel on Capitol Hill for 40 years
have zero practice shepherding the kinds of big solutions that originate in activist
circles.
In the ’70s, the last time Democrats were vigorously aligned with labor, civil-rights,
and women’s movements, when confronted with Reagan’s union-busting, racist, sexist
backlash, they folded. When Biden himself, initially a supporter of busing designed to
integrate schools, was confronted with objections from white constituents in
Delaware, he folded.
He surely does not want to fold now; his recent gaffe — in which he went off script,
indicating to reporters that he would not sign the bipartisan infrastructure deal if the
American Families Plan wasn’t also passed through reconciliation, a comment he has
since walked back — was an indication that he is very into these ideas.
He knows they will help people and that, if enacted, would cement a remarkable
legacy. But loving the ideas is clearly not the same as successfully steering them
through.
“You need to be able to craft ground-shifting legislation,” said Jess Morales Rocketto
of Care in Action, “but then you need Hill leaders who know how to get behind it. The
people who are going to be out there defending these bills just don’t know yet all the
ways the right is going to try to fuck us.”
In winning the White House in this moment, Biden signed up for a big job, and it
remains unclear whether he’s up to it. Can he capably oversee a transition into a new
era of progressive economic policy, one that many in his administration have been
working toward for more than a decade? Or maybe the pressure to make Biden the
Reagan of the left is misplaced.
As Dorian Warren hypothesized to me, if we are indeed “in the midst of the crumbling
of the old neoliberal-conservative order, it’s possible that the stage we’re in now is an
interregnum of some kind.”
Sahm posits that the only way forward is the natural ascension of the next generation.
“This has to go in stages,” she said.
“You have to have people like Heather and Jared who can get close enough to the
Establishment to be that transition. Then you have people like Lina Khan.
Generational transitions take time. Some days I’m like, Burn it all down, but in
general, progress is slow and painful.”

The terror is in how little time there actually is. Americans need help, now. DeLauro
told me a story about stopping Vice-President Kamala Harris before she got on a
plane recently, to nudge her about making the Child Tax Credit permanent.
A colleague laughingly advised her to give the vice-president a break, but DeLauro
said, “There is no break. We don’t have time. We do not have time.”
We do not have time. One senior member of the administration described what keeps
them up at night: “This is an economic policy strategy that hasn’t been undertaken in
40 years, being undertaken in a moment that is unprecedented.” Getting that
transition right, they said, “is so important.”
And there is so much — from Senate obstruction to supply-chain blockages to the
logistical challenges of implementing new ideas — that could go wrong. Screwups
would harm millions of Americans, the planet, and Joe Biden’s legacy. But they could
also halt a crucial and overdue turn of the Democratic Party away from its
compromised past and toward a more humane future.
“This is an extraordinary moment,” the official said.
“It couldn’t be higher stakes. But if something goes wrong, we’re going to discredit
everything many of us have been working toward.”

So You Want to Defund the Police? Here are 5 Questions to Answer | Opinion
Nancy La Vigne & Cynthia Lum
Hard on the heels of the 2020 deaths of George Floyd and Breonna Taylor, advocates
rallied to defund the police and a handful of city councils quickly heeded the call.
Since then, at least 50 of the largest U.S cities have reduced police department
budgets by an average of roughly 5 percent, with some notable outliers, like Austin's
dramatic 33.3 percent cut.
That said, police spending as a share of these cities' general expenditures have
remained remarkably stable.

Ira L. Black/Corbis via Getty Images A protester holds up a homemade sign that says,
"Defund the Police."
As it turns out, defunding the police is not as easy—or desirable—as it would first
appear, given twin realities in many major U.S. cities—powerful police unions and
rising violent crime.
Public opinion on defunding the police, even among people of color, is not uniformly
in favor, with a recent poll finding that only 28 percent of Black Americans support it.
Nonetheless, demands for defunding persist, and are unlikely to wane any time soon.
As cities consider whether and how to shrink law enforcement budgets, leaders should
answer five questions.
1. Why defund the police?
"Defund" means different things to different people. On one end of the continuum are
those who support defunding because they favor abolishing police departments
altogether.
On the other are people who believe some aspects of the police role could be better
performed by non-law enforcement personnel who are unarmed. Somewhere in the
middle are those who view slashing police budgets as a way to shrink the footprint of
the police.
The notion here is that by reducing the size of police departments, the number of
encounters officers have with residents—and thus the number of interactions that
result in harm—will also decline.
Understanding the reasons for defunding the police can help ensure policy decisions
are guided by research and data, enabling an analysis of the trade-offs and an
identification of the unintended consequences of reducing law enforcement budgets.

Cutting police funding in order to reduce officer interactions with residents does
nothing to resolve the underlying issues that lead police to use excessive force. That
problem must be addressed through better recruitment, training and accountability
mechanisms, along with a change in police culture from one focused on enforcement
to one that values problem solving. Budget cuts could result in fewer dollars available
for such measures.
2. How much should be cut?
Most cities that have shrunk police budgets have settled on the amount of the
reduction through a political process lacking an empirical exploration of which
police functions could be sensibly curtailed or shifted.
A smarter approach would begin with an analysis of police dispatch data to
determine the proportion of time officers spend on activities that are candidates for
offloading.
Calls associated with people experiencing mental health challenges represent one
example often suggested as suitable for offloading.
That's understandable, given that one in four people who die at the hands of police
have a mental health issue. But scholars have found that in some departments officers
spend only 1 to 2 percent of their time on such calls.
If that's the proportion in your city, offloading mental health calls would likely not
correlate with a major drop in police funding.
Traffic enforcement is a different issue. Research of calls for service in nine large
jurisdictions finds that officers spend about 18 percent of their time responding to
calls related to traffic issues, not including the hours spent proactively stopping
motorists.
Offloading some types of traffic enforcement may hold promise for reducing police
interactions with the public, particularly if officers are barred from stopping drivers
for expired tags or cracked windshields, and instead record license plate numbers
and issue citations by mail.
Rather than reducing funds by an arbitrary amount, jurisdictions should tie budget
cuts to the activities that can be responsibly offloaded. Cutting the budget by 15
percent when the functions to be shifted to others represent just 2 percent of officer
time means the remaining dollars will be reduced at the discretion of the police
executive.
Given that two-thirds of police budgets are dedicated to police personnel, those
dollars will likely come out of funds devoted to fill police vacancies, which could
compromise agencies' ability to respond quickly to serious and urgent events.
3. How should funds be reallocated?
Shifting police functions away from mental health calls and traffic enforcement is one
thing, but many defund efforts have been coupled with investments in community-led
safety initiatives. These initiatives are typically supported by government resources
but operate outside of traditional law enforcement and are led by community
stakeholders. Some activists favor such community-led safety models as a means to
address the societal causes of crime and replace criminal justice responses with

investments in housing, employment, health care, community-based violence
reduction and trauma services.
Research finds that community-based organizations that provide critical services can
reduce crime. That's promising, but most examples of community-led safety are not
necessarily led by residents who are experiencing the highest crime and heaviest
police presence.
Investing in true community-led safety means shoring up the infrastructure and
capacity of communities to develop and implement their own safety solutions. This
could require substantially more money than what might be freed up by offloading
police functions, particularly because these communities will still need police to
respond to victims of violent crime and investigate those cases.
4. What are the public safety implications of reducing police budgets?
The answer to this question is unclear, but the topic was reviewed by the Council on
Criminal Justice Task Force on Policing. Models that offload police functions
altogether, such as through mobile crisis units that respond to calls for mental health
issues, assume that their use of unarmed clinicians will reduce the risk of harm to the
person in crisis.
But what about risk of harm to the clinician or others involved? We know very little
about the public safety benefits and unintended consequences of such models. What
we do know is that calls for police service that reference a person in distress who is
wielding a weapon typically prompt a police response rather than diversion to a
mobile crisis unit.
This suggests that co-responder models, in which police partner with a mental health
clinician, hold the greatest promise in cases that involve a weapon.
Another public safety consequence of defunding the police could occur if police
budgets are reduced beyond that which is commensurate with the offloaded functions.
This would result in fewer resources for police to respond to and investigate violent
crime. T
hat role is unlikely to be shifted to others, and reducing police capability to fulfill it
could further erode public trust by reducing case clearance rates, which are already
alarmingly low.
5. Will defunding the police reduce biases?
Some suggest that offloading police functions to others would reduce the racially
disparate treatment of people who seek assistance, and their family members. But
given the well-established racial disparities in health care delivery, it's hard to feel
confident about that result. Still, shifting some aspects of traffic enforcement away
from police could help.
One study of nearly 100 million traffic stops across the country found that Black
drivers were stopped by police at almost twice the rate of white drivers. Search rates
are also higher for Black drivers, despite the fact that "hit rates"—the share of
searches that turn up contraband—are the same for Black and white motorists.
Given that roughly 10 percent of police fatal shootings occur at traffic stops, in which
one in three victims are Black, a focus on reducing police officer enforcement of
certain types of traffic violations could reduce disparities.

No matter where the answers to these key questions may lead, one thing is certain:
policing as we know it will not disappear overnight—nor should it. Given that, efforts
to reduce harm by redefining the role of police must be accompanied by measures
that shore up supervision and accountability measures and address cultural and other
underlying causes of misconduct.
Nancy La Vigne is a nationally recognized criminal justice policy expert and
executive director of the Council on Criminal Justice Task Force on Policing.
(Cynthia Lum is a member of the Task Force, a professor at George Mason
University and the director of the university's Center for Evidence-Based Crime
Policy.)

Taliban parade weapons, seize territory from Afghan army as U.S. withdraws
Richard Engel, Marc Smith & Yuliya Talmazan - NBC New
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Rep. Wenstrup on coronavirus investigation: 'Democrats have buried…

Biden has to erase red lines to see his agenda through

KABUL — The Taliban have showed off containers full of weapons and military
hardware seized from the Afghan military as American forces withdraw from the
country and the militants continue their march across the country.
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The weaponry includes 900 guns, 30 light tactical vehicles and 20 army pick-up
trucks, according to NBC News' U.K. partner Sky News, which was granted access to
the Sultan Khil military base in the Wardak province close to the Afghan capital
Kabul.
Meanwhile, district after district has fallen to the Taliban. The militants
have seized 120 districts since May 1, according to an ongoing assessment by the
Long War Journal. The map is a moving patchwork, but at last count the Taliban
controlled 193 districts and contested 130, while 75 were under the control of the
government or are undetermined, according to the publication that reports on the

global war on terror and is a project of The Foundation for Defense of Democracies,
a hawkish Washington think tank.
At the same time, many military outposts have been surrendered without a
fight, allowing the Taliban to seize weapons, according to multiple Afghan military
and government sources.
Sky News filmed fighters carrying new weapons seized from the base, where a white
flag signifying the Taliban takeover was flying high.
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Walking around wooden boxes full of munitions — some still wrapped in plastic and
Styrofoam — Taliban commander Mutman Ehsanulla told Alex Crawford of Sky News
that the seizure had won them a slew of new weapons that could be used on the
battlefield. Still, he repeated a Taliban talking point — it isn't the militants who are
behind a recent upsurge in violence.
“All people want peace here,” Ehsanulla said. “But the government doesn’t want
peace with us.”
A surge of violence, including attacks on intellectuals, journalists and prominent
women, has heightened anxiety about what the future holds in the battle-scarred
country. The Taliban, which U.S. forces toppled in 2001 after the group
sheltered Osama bin Laden, architect of the 9/11 attacks, have denied all
responsibility for the attacks.
A recent United Nations report raised alarm about an "extraordinary levels of harm"
inflicted on Afghans, with the Taliban responsible for more than 40 percent of all
civilian casualties in the first three months of 2021. It said the Afghan National Army
was responsible for 17 percent of all casualties during the same period.
Still, the Taliban has won the support of some Afghans who are weary after decades
of war and of the U.S.-backed government in Kabul, which is widely accused of being
riddled with corruption.
The Taliban resurgence is growing after months of largely fruitlesspeace
talks between the military group and the Afghan government. With the Taliban
growing stronger by the day, there are fears about the group’s willingness to cut any
deals with the government in Kabul.
In April, President Joe Biden pledged to withdraw U.S. troops from Afghanistan by
Sept. 11, ending America's longest war that claimed the lives of around 2,300 U.S.
troops since 2001. Between 2001 and 2018, some 58,000 Afghan military and police
were killed in the violence, according to a study by Brown University.
But the withdrawal comes amid fears it could set the country on a path to a civil war,
voiced by the U.S.'s top general in Afghanistan, Austin S. Miller, last week.

The U.S. is still working on agreements to base counter-terrorism forces in the region
and evacuate Afghan interpreters who could face retribution from the Taliban.
Neither the State Department nor the Pentagon were immediately available for
comment.
On Sunday, the group said it is not putting any restrictions on media or women in
what they call “newly liberated areas” that they capture. But there have been fears
about what the future holds for Afghanistan's women as the Taliban resurge.
Sky News reported that no women appeared in public in the Taliban-controlled area
in the Wardak province when they visited. Multiple reports indicate that the militants
are clamping down on women and girls' freedoms and ability to go to school in areas
they control.
In Kabul, just an hour’s drive from the seized base in Wardak, a senior Afghan
commander pledged to recapture the territories lost to the Taliban.
Gen. Haibatullah Alizai, the commander of Special Operations Command of the
Afghan National Army, told NBC News they are still in control of the bigger cities,
important highways and critical border points across the country. Most importantly,
he said they have secured Kabul to prevent the Taliban from laying siege to the
capital and cutting off its supply routes.
“We will fight them and we will push them back,” Alizai said. “We are going to try
our best to save this country."
The elite troops trained by American Special Ops are now carrying out around a
hundred operations a day, about 90 percent of the combat missions, according to
Alizai.
But the Taliban’s biggest gain so far appears to be psychological.

Mohammad Ismail Image: Afghan soldiers stand guard at the gate of Bagram U.S. air
base, on the day the last of American troops vacated it, Parwan province, Afghanistan
(Mohammad Ismail / Reuters)
Last week, American troops quietly left the Bagram Airbase, once a bustling center
that saw more than 100,000 U.S. troops pass through its gates, in a huge morale
boost for the Taliban and all Islamic extremists presenting the U.S. pullout as a major
victory.
Alizai said he was unfazed in his commitment to not allow Afghanistan to once again
become a magnet for al-Qaeda and other extremists.
“They are coming, and Afghanistan will be a graveyard for them as well,” he said.
Richard Engel reported from Kabul, Yuliya Talmazan from London.
The Associated Press contributed to this report.

Biden has to erase red lines to see his agenda through
Shawn Zeller - Roll Call
ANALYSIS — Red lines are the bane of compromise, and so Democratic leaders are
trying to keep their fellow partisans from drawing them. Only a forceful response
from President Joe Biden will bring the party together.

Provided by Roll Call From left, Democrats Tom Suozzi, David Scott, Carolyn
Bourdeaux and Pramila Jayapal have all drawn their red lines over infrastructure
and other tax and spending priorities.
To this point, Biden hasn’t delivered it, as he seeks to navigate a complicated
legislative process akin to a chess game. He has to not only assuage moderates who
want a bipartisan deal with Republicans on roads, bridges and other “hard
infrastructure,” but also convince them to back a more expensive, partisan bill to

combat climate change and fund a broad array of social programs, including child
and elder care and free community college that progressives see as critical.
Of course, it’s to be expected that lawmakers representing unique districts and states
will have strong feelings about what is in, or out, of major legislation. But the fact
that they are drawing their red lines so publicly isn’t helping their president.
Let’s review. Progressives, worried about a bipartisan Senate infrastructure deal that
emerged last month, first said they couldn’t support it if it didn’t do enough to combat
climate change.
Told by their leaders and Biden that climate would be part of a second bill passed
through the partisan budget reconciliation process, they said they didn’t trust them.
The two bills had to move together or not at all, said Congressional Progressive
Caucus Chair Pramila Jayapal, D-Wash.
They weren’t the only ones making demands or taking shots at Biden’s plans, which
total $4 trillion in spending paid for with higher taxes on corporations and the
wealthy. Democrats from high-tax states like Tom Suozzi of New York said the
package must also repeal the cap on state and local tax deductions, which a
Republican Congress imposed in 2017.
House Agriculture Chairman David Scott of Georgia said he would not support
Biden’s plan to increase taxes on heirs, saying it would hurt family farmers, joining
other farm-state lawmakers who have raised objections.
Lawmakers from competitive districts, including Carolyn Bourdeaux of Georgia
and Stephanie Murphy of Florida, joined the chorus when they said that getting
deficits under control should precede the kind of spending Biden wants.
And Republicans, of course, have red lines of their own, as House Minority
Whip Steve Scalise spelled out at his press briefing on June 29: “We’re not going to
support any bill that raises taxes,” he said. GOP leaders insist there will not be a
single Republican vote to upend their 2017 tax law, making Biden and the Democrats’
task all the harder.
Biden backpedals
Biden thought he’d hit on at least an initial strategy to keep progressives in line when
he signed on to a bipartisan Senate agreement on June 24 to boost spending on
so-called hard infrastructure by $579 billion over five years, saying it would have to
move in tandem with a larger reconciliation measure or not at all.
“If this is the only thing that comes to me, I’m not signing it,” Biden said then of the
infrastructure bill.
It was obvious the strategy was coordinated with party leaders. That same day,
Speaker Nancy Pelosi said much the same at her weekly press briefing: “There ain’t
going to be no bipartisan bill, unless we have a reconciliation bill.” Senate
Majority Leader Charles E. Schumer earlier had pledged to see both bills through,

assuring wary progressives “that in order to move forward on infrastructure, we must
include bold action on climate.”
But two days later, Biden was backpedaling. The White House issued a statement
from the president saying he had misspoken: “My comments also created the
impression that I was issuing a veto threat on the very plan I had just agreed to,
which was certainly not my intent.”
Biden said he was rethinking his position to reassure the Republicans who agreed to
the deal in the hopes it would scuttle momentum for Biden’s larger spending plans.
But the Democrats involved want their agreement to become law as quickly as
possible too, regardless of what happens with the rest of Biden’s agenda.
Sen. Maggie Hassan, the New Hampshire Democrat who’s expecting a tough
reelection fight next year, touted the bipartisan deal at a meeting with constituents in
Durham, N.H., on June 28. West Virginia Sen. Joe Manchin III told MSNBC that one
bill’s passage shouldn’t depend on another’s.
And the next day, New York Rep. Hakeem Jeffries, the House Democratic Conference
chair, was retreating from the position Pelosi had stated just days before, saying one
bill wasn’t necessarily linked to the other. “I don’t know that I would use the word
‘contingent,’” he said.
Give and take
In seeing his agenda through, Biden faces a keen challenge with a Senate divided
50-50 and a House in which the Democratic majority can afford to lose no more than
four votes at present. In order to succeed, it should be obvious that party factions will
need to compromise.
And perhaps, faced with the prospect of getting a lot done, progressives will accept a
more modest reconciliation bill than they would like.
In telling ABC News on June 27 that he could potentially support as much as $2
trillion in additional spending through reconciliation, Manchin, the most moderate
member of his caucus, gave Biden some working room. Manchin’s red lines aren’t so
strict as to preclude a sizable deal.
The difficult negotiating will begin July 12 when senators and representatives return
from a week-long July Fourth recess. Schumer hopes to hold votes on both the
bipartisan infrastructure bill and on a budget resolution that will begin the process of
reaching a reconciliation deal. Pelosi will face pressure to pass the bipartisan deal,
or to hold off until the Senate moves on reconciliation.
It’s easy to see how it all could blow up, if Biden fails to bring Democratic factions
together. At the same time, Biden came to the White House with more experience in
legislative deal-making than any president since Lyndon B. Johnson.
He’ll ask Democrats to put aside red lines and compromise. His party in Congress
will then have Biden’s presidential legacy, their prospects for retaining their
congressional majorities and the demands of their constituents to consider.

Any China Invasion of Taiwan Could Spark Japan-U.S. Joint Defense: Deputy PM
John Feng - Newsweek
A Chinese invasion of Taiwan could be an "existential threat" to Japan that would
lead to a collective defense of the democratic island with the United States, Japan's
deputy prime minister said.

AKIO KON/AFP via Getty Images Japan's Ground Self-Defense Force soldiers take
part in a live fire exercise at the JGSDF's training grounds in the East Fuji Manuever
Area in Gotemba, Japan, on May 22, 2021.
Taro Aso, who also serves as finance minister, made the remarks at a fundraising
event in Tokyo on Monday, according to a report by Japan's Jiji Press.
"If a major incident occurs in Taiwan, it's not at all unusual to consider it an
existential threat [to Japan]," the senior official was quoted as saying. "In such a
case, Japan and the United States will have to work together to defend Taiwan."
Observers have noted the finesse with which Japanese officials conduct diplomacy,
including their careful use of words. The deputy PM's description of an "existential
threat" is a choice phrase required to trigger the relevant self-defense clauses in
Japan's otherwise pacifist constitution.
Aso, who is on Japan's presidential-style National Security Council, explained his
thinking by warning "Okinawa could be next" after an invasion of Taiwan by China.
Japan "could exercise its right to collective self-defense in a limited way," he said at
the event.
Asked about his remarks on Tuesday, Aso reportedly responded: "We are closely
monitoring the situation."

Japan's outlying island of Yonaguni lies less than 70 miles off Taiwan's east coast,
while the disputed Senkaku Islands are about 120 miles northeast of Taipei. Both are
administered under Japan's Okinawa Prefecture.
China claims the Senkaku islets through its claim to Taiwan. Both Beijing and Taipei
list the island chain as part of Taiwan's eastern county of Yilan, but the Taiwanese
government has been less assertive about its claim over the East China Seaareas in
recent years.
The Chinese government claims democratically ruled Taiwan is a province waiting to
be "unified" with the mainland. Taiwan says it's a sovereign state by the name of the
Republic of China.
In a recent address marking the Chinese Communist Party's (CCP) 100-year
anniversary, China's Xi Jinping described the party's ambition to "resolve the Taiwan
question" as a "historic mission."
"No one should underestimate the great resolve, the strong will and the extraordinary
capability of the Chinese people to defend their national sovereignty and territorial
integrity," he declared in Beijing to loud applause.

CHARLY TRIBALLEAU/AFP via Getty Images Japan's Finance Minister and Deputy
Prime Minister Taro Aso delivers a speech during a press conference at the Prime
Minister's Office in Tokyo on September 16, 2020.
China has pledged never to renounce the use of force against Taiwan. This policy
position was formalized in the Anti-Secession Law of 2005, which articulates the
conditions for the use of "non-peaceful means" to capture the island, which the
People's Republic of China has never governed.
Tokyo established formal relations with Beijing in 1972, seven years before
Washington also switched allegiances from Taipei.

As part of the diplomatic agreement, the Japanese government expressed its
"understanding" and "respect" for China's position that Taiwan is part of its territory.
Tokyo has maintained this position while insisting on its informal relations with
Taipei through non-official channels.
Like the U.S. "one-China" policy, which "acknowledges" but does not recognize or
affirm the Chinese position, the ambiguous posture leaves wiggle room for a spectrum
of interactions with Taiwan.
With China's escalating military pressure on Taiwan as well as Japan in recent years,
officials in Tokyo have become increasingly vocal about the need to prevent conflict
in the Taiwan Strait.
Prospect of Attack by China
At an event hosted by the Hudson Institute think tank on June 28, Japan's Deputy
Defense Minister Yasuhide Nakayama said Tokyo and Washington needed to "wake
up" to the prospect of an attack by China.
"We have to protect Taiwan as a democratic country," he said during the discussion,
drawing protests from China's Foreign Ministry the following day.
It was the second time last month a high-ranking Japanese official had mentioned
Taiwan in those terms, after Yoshihide Suga angered Beijing by calling Taiwan a
country during a National Diet session on June 9.
Analysts say Japan's ruling Liberal Democratic Party may be riding a wave of
pro-Taiwan sentiment among the public ahead of the country's October general
election.
Ian Easton, senior director at the Project 2049 Institute, says Chinese leader Xi is
"especially keen on annexing Taiwan and has ordered the [People's Liberation Army]
to undertake a campaign of coercion" against it.
It has "destabilized the security situation in the Taiwan Strait and heightened tensions
with the United States and its allies," Easton told Newsweek ahead of the Communist
Party centennial on July 1.
Some argue that Xi, who is expected to be re-elected for an unprecedented third term
next year, may take an increasingly hawkish stance on Taiwan to secure his
leadership position.
Easton says this is open to interpretation, but added: "In any event, it would seem
prudent for President Biden and his foreign policy team to assume the continuance of
aggressive CCP behavior across all domains and plan for the worst."

China Will 'Destroy' Japan Forces In A Taiwan Conflict, Media Personality Says
John Feng

Letters: Biden created disaster at border

One of China's most prominent state-media personalities claims the Chinese military
would "destroy" any Japanese forces that would intervene in a war over Taiwan.

Kevin Frayer/GETTY IMAGES Members of a People's Liberation Army band stand
together at a ceremony marking the 100th anniversary of the Communist Party on
July 1, 2021, at Tiananmen Square in Beijing, China.
The bellicose retort by Hu Xijin—chief editor of the Communist Party newspaper
the Global Times—was later also used by China's Foreign Ministry on Tuesday.
In a popular post on Weibo, China's main social media service, Hu called Taro Aso a
"big mouth," referring to striking recent comments by Japan's Deputy Prime Minister.
Aso, who is also finance minister, hinted at defending Taiwan in the event of a
Chinese invasion of the island, a situation the official felt could threaten Japan's own
survival and trigger security clauses in the country's otherwise pacifist post-war
constitution.
"If a major incident occurs in Taiwan, it's not at all unusual to consider it an
existential threat [to Japan]," Aso was quoted as saying at a party fundraiser on

Monday. "In such a case, Japan and the United States will have to work together to
defend Taiwan."
Beijing said it deplored and opposed Aso's remarks, and that it had lodged a
diplomatic complaint with Tokyo over them.
"We will never allow anyone to intervene in the Taiwan question in any way," said
Chinese government spokesperson Zhao Lijian during a daily press briefing.
But Hu, the Global Times chief, had gone a step further in his earlier warning, which
was popular among China's nationalistic online community.
"When Taiwan Strait hostilities do break out, Japan had better stay far away," he
said.
"If the Japan Self-Defense Forces [JSDF] join the fight and attack the People's
Liberation Army, the PLA will not only destroy the JSDF, it also has the right to
strike the JSDF's bases and related military installations, crippling its attacking
capabilities," Hu wrote.
The tabloid boss suggested Tokyo was returning to the militarism of World War II,
when it invaded northeastern China in 1931 and later triggered the Second
Sino-Japanese War in 1937.
The bloody conflict mainly involved the armed forces of the Republic of China
government and the Imperial Japanese Army. Tens of thousands of Chinese
Communist Party troops also took part, but the modern day People's Republic of
China would not be founded until 1949, four years after the war, and at the
conclusion of the Chinese Civil War.
"If Japan's extreme politicians think they can violate China again with the backing of
the United States, then a stronger China is willing to teach them another lesson."
While Aso's comments caused a stir among policy analysts from Washington to Tokyo,
official government responses have been far more reserved.
Asked about the comments by Japan's second most senior
official, Pentagon spokesperson John Kirby told reporters on Tuesday that official
U.S. policy on Taiwan remained unchanged.
The U.S. is "committed to helping Taiwan defend itself," Kirby said, calling back
legal language found in the Taiwan Relations Act, which provides for the sale of
defensive arms to Taipei.
On the prospect of a war between China and Taiwan, Kirby added: "[N]obody wants
to see the situation dissolve into conflict, and there's no reason for it to."
Kirby noted the U.S. was in the "early stage" of policy coordination with allies
regarding a Taiwan contingency, but added he did not wish to speculate on
hypotheticals.

Responses from Tokyo read similarly, with Defense Minister Nobuo Kishi clarifying
that any determination of an "existential threat" to Japan would be based on the
unfolding situation and available information at the time.
Tokyo is watching closely as the military balance continues to tip in China's favor
over Taiwan, Kishi said.
Japanese broadcaster NHK said Aso's comments reflected serious considerations of
the scenario in government.
Also on Tuesday, the Taiwan Affairs Office in Beijing said Japanese officials had
made "erroneous remarks" and urged Japan to "stop all its wrong behavior in
relation to Taiwan."

Biden cannot counter China with a team that lacks expertise
William H. Overholt (opinion contributor)
President Biden's foreign policy team says China is the priority, but the team lacks
China expertise. Other than trade experience at the Office of the United States Trade
Representative, Biden's Cabinet has no China expertise.
Secretary of State Antony Blinken has worked on issues involving Europe, Canada
and the Middle East.
Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin has a distinguished career as a general in Iraq and as
leader of U.S. forces in the Middle East.
National security adviser Jake Sullivan's biography highlights work on Libya, Syria,
Iran and Myanmar.
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Biden cannot counter China with a team that lacks expertise

Biden's lead candidate for ambassador to Beijing continues the pattern. Nicholas
Burns has served in the Middle East and Europe. An Indiaphile and Sinophobe, he
lacks China experience and disdains China experts with more complex views.
I'm a lifelong Democrat who criticized George W. Bush's foreign policies. But Bush
had outstanding success with U.S.-China relations. He gained enduring respect and
appreciation from both Beijing and Taipei. He strongly supported Taiwan but forbade
dangerous Taipei provocations.
He managed difficult problems, starting with the downing of a U.S. surveillance
planeon Hainan. Bush's China success was created by his team - notably, Hank
Paulsen at Treasury, Dennis Wilder at the National Security Council, and Sandy
Randt as ambassador. They knew China.
Presidents Obama and Trump lacked top-level China expertise and their Asia policies
were successive fumbles. Obama's team idled while North Korea built nuclear
weapons. He sacrificed U.S. allies' confidence by failing to defend Scarborough Shoal,
validated the Japanese breaking of a four-decade peace understanding over the
Senkakus, used phony arguments in failed opposition to the Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank (AIIB), and invested too little, too late in the Trans-Pacific
Partnership. Trump's record was worse.
Below Cabinet level, Biden's key Asia officials are Kurt Campbell at the National
Security Council and Ely Ratner at the Department of Defense. State's Sung Kim is
rock-solid but less prominent. Neither Campbell nor Ratner has deep, direct
experience with China. Obama's Asia failures happened on Campbell's watch.
Campbell and Ratner are famous for a 2018 Foreign Affairs article asserting that U.S.
engagement with China has failed because it assumed that engagement would make
China a liberal polity - fatuous historical revisionism based on out-of-context quotes.
Congressional testimony shows that all key engagement decisions hinged on national
security and economic risks and opportunities, uneasily mixed with moral opprobrium.
The Campbell-Ratner misrepresentation of history should have disqualified them from
their current government positions.
Campbell's primary contribution under Obama was "the pivot" to Asia, a
conceptually valid shift of U.S. resources away from the Middle East and South Asia
to East Asia.
The Middle East focus of Biden's team so far proves the pivot's strategic failure. The
pivot's biggest contribution to U.S. strength was the pitiful shift of a couple thousand
U.S. troops to northern Australia, but its management provoked Beijing to anticipate
a major strategic challenge - a big net loss for the United States.
The Biden team's record on Pacific Asia has been a series of missteps.
Blinken's antagonism in Anchorage played well domestically but could hamper
productive dialogue for years. Blinken called Taiwan a "country," although his
professional colleagues walked that back; someone who understood China would
never make that gaffe.

Biden's policy toward North Korea lacks substance and is hopeless without a China
dimension. Blinken half-snubbed the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN),
which holds the balance of Chinese and American power in Asia, by offering their
meeting only an in-flight video conference because he gave priority to a Middle East
meeting - and then he couldn't make the meeting technology work.
Blinken has warned countries not to accept Chinese infrastructure loans, lest China
end up owning the projects, echoing the falsehood put forth by former Vice President
Mike Pence and former Secretary of State Mike Pompeo that Beijing lends money
inappropriately so that it can seize collateral.
In more than a thousand African loans, Beijing has never seized collateral and never
sought to take advantage of a squeezed borrower. The Pence citation of a 2017
Chinese lease agreement with Sri Lanka's Hambantota port was such a distortion
that some scholars call it a lie.
The Biden administration does not know how to be tough but not provocative on
Taiwan. If you sell Taiwan advanced weaponry and send three carrier task forces to
the Taiwan Strait, you're tough - but don't break the 1972 agreement that underlies
Taiwan's democracy and prosperity.
However, if you invite the Taiwan representative to the presidential inauguration,
send members of Congress as official emissaries, and characterize Taiwan as a
"security partner," you don't strengthen Taiwan but nearly abandon the 1972
agreement to sever official diplomatic and alliance ties. That risks putting Chinese
leader Xi Jinping in a position where keeping his job could require decisive action.
Would America have accepted a Cold War leadership without Soviet expertise? The
more you see China as a dangerous adversary, the more important it is to actually
understand China. It is insufficient for officials to be well-connected, experienced on
Middle East issues, and dislike China.
(William H. Overholt is a senior research fellow at Harvard's Kennedy School. The
author most recently of "China's Crisis of Success," he has served as Asia Policy
Distinguished Chair at RAND and president of the Fung Global Institute.)

Letters: Biden created disaster at border
Diana Gilbert 1 hr ago
The U.S. southern border is a major crisis. It has been overrun by undocumented
immigrants, dangerous gangs and cartels, deadly drugs, sex-traffickers, convicted
sexual offenders, illegal firearms, etc. under President Biden’s administration.
President Trump worked so hard to get the southern border under control. He started
the building/rebuilding of hundreds of miles of border walls and gained the

cooperation of the presidents of Mexico and Central American countries to stop the
flow of undocumented immigrants.
President Biden, however, put a stop to all the progress with one of his first
“executive orders.” He even stopped the building of the wall and has irresponsibly
left materials for the wall just laying around. He’s “not” enforcing our border laws
that protect our citizens.
In May 2021, 180,034 undocumented immigrants were apprehended, compared to
May 2020 of 23, 237. These undocumented immigrants aren’t just from
Mexico/Central America but also from more than 160 countries, even dangerous
watchlist countries.
In April, more than 33,000 who entered America illegally were from countries other
than Mexico/Central America. They all found an easy way to enter America illegally
under Biden’s weak policies.
Border Patrol and Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) are overwhelmed
and understaffed. Under Biden’s Administration, they lack the support to do their job
as intended.
Thousands of illegal immigrants have been sent across our nation with little to no
notice to local officials and without court dates. According to federal data, 61,000
illegals have been released in America, not including the thousands of minors already
released.
A majority of Americans disapprove of Biden’s handling of the border crisis. The
American Farm Bureau and all 50 State Farm Bureaus wrote a letter to Biden urging
him to take action on the border crisis and described the dangers by cartel coyotes to
Americans and immigrants.
It’s shameful that President Biden hasn’t even gone to the border and VP Harris just
went. It’s alarming the media has covered for them by censoring or barely reporting
on the border crisis. Biden/Harris must secure the border and put Americans first!
Diana Gilbert, Niceville

Biden’s border crisis looks even worse in person
Rep. Roger Williams - Examiner
There is no denying a crisis on our southern border exists, unless you’re President
Joe Biden and his border czar Vice President Kamala Harris.
Only five months into 2021, Border Patrol experienced 929,868 encounters with
illegal migrants crossing our southern border.

To put this massive number into perspective, there were only 458,088 encounters in
all of 2020.
This significant increase shows how the Biden administration’s immigration policies
are failing. The humanitarian, public health, and national security crisis worsens with
each day, without any proposed path from the president to address the problem at
hand properly.

Provided by Washington Examiner
Last week, I joined my Republican colleagues, former President Donald Trump and
Texas Gov. Greg Abbott, in McAllen, Texas. If the public saw what we did, they’d be
shocked, disturbed, and saddened.
As former Texas secretary of state, I recognize that decades of failed policies have
contributed to the current state of our southern border, but never has there been such
an abdication of duty like we’ve seen from Biden.
The lack of resources for law enforcement to do their jobs and an administration that
undermines their responsibilities to keep the public safe is truly alarming. It should
worry everyone, whether you live in a border state or not, that Biden’s policies have
encouraged human trafficking, emboldened the illicit drug trade, and ceded ground to
cartels and smugglers.
After meeting with Border Patrol agents who experience this crisis every day, it is
clear that they lack the necessary tools and manpower to do their job. The
overwhelming volume of migrants who are being processed hinders their ability to
enforce the law.
Rather than pursue realistic solutions, Biden chose to reverse the successful Trump
administration policies. Trump was right in ending catch and release, building the
wall, and enacting the “remain in Mexico” policy, all of which Biden reversed on his
first day in office.

Trump’s comments on the border this week reminded all of us that his compassion for
our law enforcement professionals and to the communities affected by the surge in
illegal crossings did not end when he left the White House. His presence sent a
message to all that our border is under attack and that if we don’t act now, we will
deal with the consequences for years to come.
Texans want a secure border, the public wants a secure border, and ineffective
policies that encourage illegal migration and cede operational control of the border
to cartels and human traffickers hurt our communities and most vulnerable citizens.
I will continue to work alongside my Republican colleagues to provide the necessary
resources to secure the border and empower our law enforcement agents who put
their lives on the line every day to keep us safe.
Roger Williams represents Texas's 25th Congressional District in the U.S. House of
Representatives.

U.S.-Iran Violence Poised to Escalate After New Strikes on American Bases in Iraq
Paul D. Shinkman
The U.S. and Iran were poised for a dangerous escalation in violence early
Wednesday following a new rocket strike on a U.S. military base in Iraq – at least the
fourth attack on U.S. facilities in the region in three days.

Nasser Nasser/AP-File
This Dec. 29, 2019, aerial file photo taken from a helicopter shows Ain al-Asad air
base in the western Anbar desert, Iraq. At least 10 rockets targeted a military base in
western Iraq that hosts U.S.-led coalition troops on Wednesday, March 3, 2021, the

coalition and the Iraqi military said. It was not immediately known if there were any
casualties. (AP Photo/Nasser Nasser, File)
American officials did not immediately offer attribution for the rocket attack against
Al-Asad Air Base in western Iraq in the early morning hours on Wednesday. The U.S.
headquarters overseeing military operations against the Islamic State group said 14
rockets landed on the base housing U.S. and allied troops and its perimeter, causing
two minor injuries and damage to facilities there.
Iranian state media said a pro-Iran militia known as Thar Al-Muhandis Brigade
claimed credit for the strike. The newly formed unit, like many other similar groups
created in recent months, is widely seen as a cover for the powerful Iran-backed
militia Kataib Hezbollah that held a key role in the ground war against the Islamic
State group.
Iranian media also cited an unconfirmed attack carried out "simultaneously" against
a U.S. base at an oil field in eastern Syria by similar groups. U.S. officials did not
immediately respond to inquiries about a strike in Syria.
The latest violence follows similar attacks on U.S. interests in recent days and poses
pressing challenges for the Biden administration, which has not yet formed a clear
response to Iran's acts of aggression.
Al-Asad came under a similar rocket strike on July 5. The next day, an armed drone
crashed into Irbil air base in northern Iraq – a key U.S. hub for operations in the
region – while defenses at the U.S. Embassy in Baghdad also shot down an armed
drone hovering over its complex.
"UAVs are becoming increasingly the weapon of choice here, and a threat not only to
us and our people but to our friends and partners in the region," Pentagon spokesman
John Kirby told reporters on Tuesday afternoon, referring to unmanned aerial
vehicles.
Analysts say the drone strikes are becoming more sophisticated, employing GPS
technology capable of hitting specific targets and posing a much more potent threat
than remotely controlled models used in recent years.
The latest operations appear to be in response to U.S. airstrikes in Iraq and Syria late
last month against drone bases and weapons facilities operated by pro-Iranian militia.
U.S. forces in Syria also fired artillery at pro-Iranian forces the following day.
The airstrikes marked an escalation in U.S. attempts to deter Iran and its proxies by
striking within Iraq, infuriating Baghdad as it tries to rebalance its influence in the
region despite Iran's attempts to bring it into closer alignment.
"Three separate attacks over the course of 36 hours is a clear indication of an
increase in operational tempo on the part of the militias," private intelligence firm
The Soufan Center writes in an analysis note published Wednesday morning as news
of the attacks emerged.

The firm concludes the Biden administration is attempting to escalate its deterrent
strikes against pro-Iranian proxies in Iraq, "risking an expanding and protracted
U.S.-Iran conflict," and that the government in Baghdad has so far failed in its efforts
to rein in these militias, which operate outside of the Iraqi military's command
structure.
Iraqi officials appear to share these concerns.
"The government affirms its refusal to use Iraqi lands and the security of its citizens
as an arena for proxy war; This requires restraint and respect for the outcomes of the
strategic dialogue," Yehia Rasool, a spokesman for the Iraqi Ministry of Defense,
wrote on Twitter.
"The choices of peace and war are the exclusive right of the state. Because it is a
responsibility before God, the people, and history, and not the jurisprudence of
groups, individuals, or specific trends."
A surge in violence poses prickly problems for the Biden administration. Similar
attempts by the Trump administration led to Iranian attacks on and seizures of
tankers in the Persian Gulf and other forms of international shipping in the region.
The tensions also threaten President Joe Biden's stated priority of attempting to
coerce Iran back into diplomatic talks over its nuclear program.
Additionally, Iran may resort to employing terrorist attacks in the region or in
Europe.
Biden also faces headaches at home at a time he is trying to shift his administration's
foreign policy away from the Middle East and focus on what it considers the more
pressing concerns of Russian and Chinese expansionism.
The president also faced unusual criticism from a broad swathe of Congress,
including his own party, for his decision to carry out the late June strikes without first
informing the legislature.
The White House and Pentagon justified those attacks as a use of the president's
Article 2 authorities under the Constitution, which caused concern among
congressional leaders at a time they are considering new restrictions to the post-Sept.
11 authorities that granted the president sweeping powers to wage war against
terrorist groups.
Iraqi Prime Minister Mustafa al-Kadhimi is scheduled to visit Washington in late July,
where he is expected to discuss the escalating violence with Biden.
Copyright 2021 U.S. News & World Report

Biden has lost his patience with the 'negative' press corps before six-month mark
Naomi Lim - Examiner

President Joe Biden is increasingly dropping his "Uncle Joe" persona with reporters
as pressure mounts on the White House to notch legislative accomplishments before
the 2022 midterm elections.

Provided by Washington Examiner
Biden's growing frustration with "negative" questions suggests the end of his press
honeymoon, but it also poses problems for the White House communications team as
reporters regain access to the president thanks to the easing of pandemic social
distancing requirements.
Obama White House spokesman Eric Schultz dismissed complaints about Biden's
outbursts as "a desperate attempt to search for any critique of Biden since nothing
else seems to stick."
"The president answers questions from reporters regularly — with respect and
admiration for their role," he told the Washington Examiner.
"This White House deeply respects the role of journalists — with everyone fielding
questions and answering them as truthfully and candidly as they can."
But Biden has a history of being prickly when faced with questions he does not like,
from both reporters and voters. His irritability can be contrasted with former
President Donald Trump's hostility.
Yet, while it chafes with Biden's typically affable public image, it aligns with his
reputation for berating staffers who, for instance, litter his speeches with jargon
laypeople will not understand.
Biden is not as apt as his predecessors at spinning an unwelcome question with a
talking point or pivot to the message of the day, according to political and media
historian Brian Rosenwald, who contended it was "more a difference in personality
than a difference in substance."

"In terms of Democrats, I think there is probably a certain frustration that comes
from having to hear conservatives scream and shout about how liberal the media is,
while also confronting reporters constantly criticizing them, focusing on negative
things, etc. But that’s probably more at the staff level," he said.
"In essence, there is a bit of a tug of war always going on," he said.
"Presidents and their staff want to script everything and focus on positive stuff. The
media wants to puncture that idyllic portrait and sees its role as holding the
administration to account."
For historian and journalism professor David Greenberg, the adversarial
relationship between a president and the press is a bipartisan phenomenon.
"It goes back to Theodore Roosevelt, the first president of the modern media age. He
wanted to control the agenda — what was reported on, how it was covered," he said.
"But the press believes it should set the agenda and that to fall in line behind the
president’s wishes is mere stenography."
The trend was exacerbated during the mid-1960s after the Vietnam War and
Watergate furor, though there are examples of the odd exchange even from when the
dynamic was more sympathetic and cozier, Greenberg explained.
"I don’t think you can see all that much difference between Republicans and
Democrats — they all feel the media are being too hard on them, trying to trap them,
harping on scandal or failure, and so on," he said.
Biden chided reporters last week who were peppering him with questions about the
U.S. troop withdrawal from Afghanistan's Bagram Airfield. The U.S. operation had
been headquartered at the airfield, and the personnel departure effectively ended the
country's military mission despite the Taliban's recent rise.
"I want to talk about happy things, man," Biden said last week. "It's the holiday
weekend. I'm going to celebrate it. There's great things happening."
He caught himself after criticizing the "negative" questions, going on to describe them
as "legitimate."
Only three weeks earlier, Biden had lectured reporters about being "negative" before
boarding Air Force One after his summit with Russian President Vladimir Putin in
Geneva.
He had snapped at a correspondent during his press conference, asserting that she
was in "the wrong business" if she did not comprehend his approach to foreign policy.
She had asked the president why he was confident Putin would change his behavior.

"Look, to be a good reporter, you got to be negative. You got to have a negative view
of life, OK? It seems to me, the way you all, you never ask a positive question," he
said on the tarmac of Geneva Airport after apologizing to the journalist.
"I mean, look, guys, I’m going to drive you all crazy because I know you want me to
always put a negative thrust on things, particularly in public," he added.
Biden's interactions with reporters mostly become inflamed if they ask him about his
family. During the 2020 campaign, Biden mocked a Fox News correspondent as being
"classy" after he pressed the president about his son Hunter fathering a daughter in a
drug-induced one-night stand.
"That’s a private matter. You’re a good man. You’re a good man.
Classy," Biden said.
Biden was similarly triggered by an Iowa voter who asked about Hunter's business
dealings with Ukrainian oligarchy-linked natural gas company Burisma Holdings.
The president blasted the man as "a damn liar."

Tropical Storm Elsa makes landfall in Florida: Latest path
ABC News
Tropical Storm Elsa made landfall at about 11 a.m. Wednesday in Taylor County,
Florida, along the Sunshine State's Gulf Coast. Taylor County, in Florida's Big Bend
region, is about 50 miles southeast of Tallahassee. Elsa, which is slamming Florida
with gusty winds and heavy rain, strengthened to a Category 1 hurricane Tuesday
night before weakening back to a tropical storm.
A boat capsized near Key West as Elsa blew through on Tuesday, according to the
Coast Guard. Nine people remain missing.

U.S. Coast Guard via AP The Coast Guard Cutter Thetis crewmembers deploy the
cutter's small boat to rescue people in the water approximately 32 miles southeast of
Key West, Fla., July 6, 2021.

As of Wednesday morning, Florida had no reports of fatalities or significant
structural damage, Gov. Ron DeSantis said.

Mark Wallheiser/Getty Images Tropical Storm Elsa makes landfall, July 7, 2021, in
Cedar Key, Fla.
About 26,000 customers in Florida are without power, he added. hurricane warning
is in effect for Florida's west coast from the Chassahowitzka River to the Steinhatchee
River. Wet grounds and rough winds have already caused some downed trees in
Hillsborough County, which encompasses Tampa. Tampa Bay is among the areas
under a storm surge warning.

John Raoux/AP A jogger runs along Bayshore Blvd., in Tampa, Fla., July 7, 2021.

Tropical storm warnings have been issued in Savannah and Charleston, and a
tropical storm watch extends up to Sandy Hook, New Jersey.

ABC News Elsa's forecast track in the South.
After blowing through the South, the storm is expected to move up the East Coast,
bringing heavy rain and gusty winds to the mid-Atlantic, New Jersey shore, New York
City, Long Island and New England.

ABC News Elsa's forecast track in the North.
By Thursday night Elsa will reach mid-Atlantic, dropping flooding rain and gusty
winds near Washington, D.C., and into Philadelphia.

ABC News Timing for Elsa Friday at 1 a.m.
By Friday morning, Elsa will be dropping heavy rain and rough winds along the
Jersey shore, New York City and Long Island.

ABC News Timing for Elsa Friday 7 a.m.
Elsa will move into New England late Friday morning into Friday afternoon. Boston
and Portland, Maine, could face strong winds, power outages and flooding.
Flooding is possible in Philadelphia, New York City, Connecticut, Massachusetts and
northern New England. Some areas could see up to 5 inches of rain.

ABC News Rainfall expected through Friday.

Australia backed by 11 countries after calling foul play over China’s reef ‘in
danger’ push
Brianna McKee - Digital reporter
The Chinese-backed World Heritage committee draft decision to list Australia’s Great
Barrier Reef as "in danger" has been rejected by the Morrison Government who
claims the move was politically motivated.
Liberal Senator James Paterson says UNESCO "hasn't visited the Great Barrier Reef
since 2012" and it was taken off the "in danger list in 2015", but all of a sudden,
under a Chair from China, the warning is likely to be put back on.
"Of the 21 members of the UNESCO council, 14 of them are Belt & Road agreement
participants…”
Environment Minister Sussan Ley is at the helm of an internationally backed push to
block the possible downgrading of the Great Barrier Reef by UNESCO’s World
Heritage Committee which is currently chaired by a Chinese Communist Party
diplomat.
Ms Ley made clear the federal government’s frustration with the move to reclassify
the reef as "in danger" in a conference call with 16 nations on Monday.
It comes after Australia’s Great Barrier Reef was unexpectedly hit with a draft World
Heritage Committee decision on June 22 recommending the site’s environment alert
be lifted without proper consultation.
The Environment Minister blamed UNESCO’s move against the Great Barrier Reef
on a Chinese push to punish Australia on the call which included diplomats from New
Zealand, Japan, Canada, Spain, South Africa and Norway.

The Morrison government is “deeply committed” to protecting the Great Barrier Reef
and will “strongly oppose” the draft recommendation handed down by UNESCO,
says Environment Minister Sussan Ley. The World Heritage Committee…

Environment Minister Sussan Ley is pushing back against a move by the World
Heritage Committee to list the Great Barrier Reef as 'in danger'. Picture: Getty
Images
Eleven nations have supported Australia’s concerns over UNESCO’s verification
process by signing a letter to the United Nation’s organization's Director-General
Audrey Azoulay.
Nationals Senator Matt Canavan said UNESCO officials have not visited the site
since 2015 leaving on-the-ground verification of the reef’s current state notably
absent from the draft document.
He told Sky News Australia in an exclusive interview on Sunday that 14 of the 21
countries on the World Heritage Committee this year have signed up to China’s Belt
and Road agreement.
Representatives of these nation’s will officially meet on July 16 to decide on the
ratification of the draft decision under the guidance of World Heritage Committee
Chair Tian Xuejun who is coincidentally Beijing’s Vice-Minister for Education.
Environment Minister Sussan Ley says the federal government will work closely with
all state parties in the World Heritage system to ensure they understand why
Australia believes it is “wrong to single out” the Great Barrier Reef. It comes after
the…
“We’ve got ourselves to blame to some extent because when you read the UNESCO
draft decision … they quote Australian government reports that say the reef is terrible
and in very poor condition,” he said.
Despite government concerns China is pulling strings behind the scenes, environment
groups in Australia and the United states have supported the reef being placed on the

"in danger" list on the basis not enough is being done to address the impact of climate
change.
A 2019 outlook report for the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park noted climate change
posed the most danger to coral reefs world-wide but the overall value of Australia's
largest reef site was intact.
This comes after an "in danger" proposal was put forward by the World Heritage
Committee in 2014 which triggered the development of the Reef 2050 Plan - the result
of collaborative efforts between the Queensland and federal governments.

Why is Britain selling its largest semiconductor chip plant to China?
Tom Rogan - Examiner
Undermining a priority American foreign policy objective, the United Kingdom has
authorized the sale to China of its largest semiconductor chip manufacturer, Newport
Wafer Fab.

Provided by Washington Examiner
British Prime Minister Boris Johnson appears to have abandoned his commitment to
protect this supply chain area more actively. As Tom Tugendhat, an influential
Conservative parliamentarian, observed to CNBC, it was only last month that
Johnson "pledged to take steps to build economic resilience in critical global supply
chains, such as semiconductors. This appears to be an immediate and very public
reversal of that commitment."
That's putting it politely.
But there's nothing polite about how Beijing intends to use wins like this one. They're
designed to advance China's global economic and military hegemony — a hegemony
Beijing would then use to extract political obedience and economic feudalism.

Considering what Communist China does to its own people, the United States has
good reason for wanting the help of Johnson and other allied leaders. Washington
needs that allied action to ensure that democracies rather than Beijing set the rules of
the 21st-century game.
The semiconductor issue is particularly important. These chips are key building
blocks for computers, cellphones, networks, and processors. They are critical for both
economic and national security reasons. Amid a global semiconductor foundry
shortage, companies like Newport Wafer Fab are highly valuable.
While the Dutch firm Nexperia will purchase Newport Wafer Fab, that's only the tip
of the iceberg because Nexperia is owned by Wingtech, a Chinese firm. And
Wingtech's owner is Zhang Xuezheng, an entrepreneur with close, long-standing links
to the Chinese Communist Party.
This purchase should thus not be seen purely, or even primarily, through a business
interest lens. Instead, it's a means of direct and substantive support to China's pursuit
of global dominance.
Xi Jinping hasn't simply got new access to some exceptionally precious intellectual
property. He has done so in a way that very publicly undermines U.S. efforts to
countermand him.
The Biden administration has made the case to its allies that this struggle with China
is about more than economics and security — that, at its heart, the struggle with
China is about values, about the influence of free peoples and democracies in the face
of rapacious authoritarianism.
But where America's closest ally stands apart from Washington, what message does
that send to other U.S. allies? What message is sent to France and Germany, for
example, whose leaders were again praising Xi in yet another video summit on
Monday?
What message, also, is it for leading innovators in the Western world?
Until recently, Newport Wafer Fab's largest shareholder, Drew Nelson, supported
patriotic entrepreneurship of the kind that Zhang evidently offers China. One year
ago, Nelson was telling the Telegraph that the U.K. needed a "sovereign"
semiconductor chip industry to compete with China. The $15 million Nelson will get
as part of this deal has apparently led him to change his tune.
The businessman's greatest namesake would shudder at his hypocrisy. Were it so
capable, Newport Wafer Fab's website might also shudder. This sale, after all, is
rather incompatible with the company's commitment "to acting ethically and with
integrity in all of its business dealings." Much like the American multinationals that
deal in China, the rhetoric isn't worth very much.
Yet the real lament here should fall on Johnson. For all his special relationship
wordplay, it seems that the leader of America's closest ally isn't all that interested in
that relationship.

Still, at least America has Australia.

Haiti Names James Solages, a U.S. Citizen, as Assassination Suspect
Anatoly Kurmanaev, Rick Gladstone, Catherine Porter, Andre Paulte and Harold
Isaac
One American citizen is among the six people detained in the assassination of
President Jovenel Moïse and there may be a second, Haitian officials said Thursday,
adding to their assertions that “foreigners” had been involved in the brazen attack.

Valerie Baeriswyl/Agence France-Presse — Getty Images Two men accused
involvement in the assassination of the Haitian president being transported Thursday
in Port-au-Prince.
Nothing was disclosed about one of the suspects, other than that Haitian officials
believe him to be Haitian-American, and they offered little detail about the other.
That man was described as being of Haitian descent and has been identified as James
Solages, Haiti’s minister of elections, Mathias Pierre, said by telephone from
Port-au-Prince.
Two other Haitian officials also identified Mr. Solages as the American suspect in
custody, describing him as a resident of South Florida who had been apprehended on
Wednesday during the manhunt for the assailants.
Angry civilians have also joined in the hunt, capturing some suspects themselves and
setting afire vehicles thought to have been used in the attack. Haiti is now basically
under martial law after Claude Joseph, the interim prime minister, declared an “état
de siège” — a state of siege — that allows the police and members of security forces
to enter homes, control traffic and take special security measures.
It also forbids meetings meant to excite or prepare for disorder.

The rapidly evolving crisis deepened the turmoil and violence that has gripped Haiti
for months, threatening to tip one of the world’s most troubled nations further into
lawlessness.
Questions swirled about who might have been behind such a brazen attack and how
they eluded the president’s security detail to carry it out.
Helen La Lime, the top U.N. official in Haiti, told reporters that a group of suspects
had “taken refuge in two buildings in the city and are now surrounded by police.”
She spoke via teleconference from Port-au-Prince, after briefing the United Nations
Security Council on the Haitian crisis in a private meeting.
Haiti’s ambassador to the United States, Bocchit Edmond, has described the
assailants as “well-trained professionals, killers, commandos.”
On Wednesday, security forces engaged in a chaotic shootout with a group of what
they described as suspected assailants, though they offered no evidence linking them
to the attack. Officers killed four in the group and took two into custody.
On Thursday, Haiti’s police chief, Leon Charles, said that the authorities had now
arrested six suspected assailants, and that three foreign nationals had been killed.
Two suspects had been wounded in clashes with the police, according to Mr. Pierre.
Chief Charles also said that five vehicles that might have been used in the attack had
been seized and that several of them had been burned by civilians. He said it was
impossible for the police to gather evidence from inside the charred vehicles.
Social media was full of reports that could not be immediately verified, showing
groups of civilians parading men with their arms tied behind their backs and men in
the back of a police pickup truck.
A large crowd of people gathered in front of the police station in the Pétionville area
of Port-au-Prince on Thursday morning, before Chief Charles spoke, some
demanding vigilante justice for the suspects they believed to be inside.
“Burn them,” some cried.
Carl Henry Destin, a Haitian judge, told the Nouvelliste newspaper that the
assailants had posed as agents of the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration — both
U.S. and Haitian officials said that they were not associated with the D.E.A. — when
they burst into the president’s private home on the outskirts of the capital around 1
a.m. on Wednesday.
Judge Destin said that a maid and another member of the household staff had been
tied up by the attackers as they made their way to the president’s bedroom. The
president was shot at least 12 times, he said.
“The offices and the president’s bedroom were ransacked,” Mr. Destin said.

“We found him lying on his back, blue pants, white shirt stained with blood, mouth
open, left eye blown out.”
He said Mr. Moïse appeared to have been shot with both large-caliber guns and
smaller 9-millimeter weapons.
The president’s wife, Martine Moïse, was injured in the assault and was rushed by air
ambulance to the Ryder Trauma Center in Miami, where Mr. Joseph, the interim
prime minister, said she was “out of danger” and in stable condition.
Mr. Destin said that the couple’s daughter, Jomarlie, was also at home during the
attack but had hid in a bedroom and escaped unharmed.

Gavin Newsom Bypassed Local Health Experts. Now, Delta Variant of COVID-19
Is Moving Fast
Mark Kreidler (This story is co-published with Capital & Main)

Justin Sullivan/Getty California Governor Gavin Newsom's recall election has been
officially scheduled for September 14. Newsom, who is a Democrat, is pictured during
a press conference in San Francisco, California on June 10, 2021.
The World Health Organization calls the Delta variant of COVID-19 the "fastest and
fittest," a term suggesting that this strain of the virus both spreads more rapidly and
picks off vulnerable people more efficiently than do its predecessors.
California is about to experience Delta's full force—and the state's lagging
vaccination efforts in low income neighborhoods will once again put those
populations at unequal risk.

Late last month, Delta became the dominant variant in the state, according to the
California Department of Public Health. Its growth is accelerating rapidly: In the
CDPH's monthly report, the virus accounted for 35.6 percent of all genetically
sequenced cases in the state in June, whereas in May that figure stood at just 5.6
percent.
Health officials are quick to note that while all viruses mutate, not all of the mutations
become more transmissible and efficient than previous versions, as Delta has.
WHO officials last month said that Delta is becoming the dominant strain worldwide.
Yale researcher Dr. Perry Wilson added that the variant "will certainly accelerate the
pandemic" because of its rapid rate of spread.
For weeks, California has experienced low numbers of virus-related cases,
hospitalizations and deaths. Cases are now on the rise, in part because of the state's
much publicized reopening on June 15. And with Delta making up nearly half of all
new cases analyzed in Los Angeles County for the week ending June 19, it's clear that
this strain of the virus may ramp up the numbers very quickly.
All of this brings the state back to the issue of vaccination. All three vaccines being
used in the U.S.—Pfizer, Moderna and Johnson & Johnson—provide protection
against the Delta variant.
Last week, Dr. Rochelle Walensky, director of the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, said fully vaccinated people are safe from Delta and do not need to wear
masks indoors, despite recent recommendations to the contrary by Los Angeles
County health officials and the WHO.

FREDERIC J. BROWN/AFP via Getty Images A walk-up Covid-19 testing site at
Lincoln Park in Los Angeles, California on January 28, 2021. The virus is likely to
“hop, skip and jump from one poorly vaccinated area to another.”
But California faces the same problem it faced weeks and even months ago: Its
vaccination rates lean strongly in favor of higher-income communities and white

populations, and the state continues to struggle to increase its rates among
communities of color and lower income workers.
Moreover, the CDPH's own reports indicate a systemic failure by government
officials, from Gov. Gavin Newsom on down, to reach those communities and workers
effectively—the direct result of Newsom's decision to bypass local health experts in
favor of contracts with longtime corporate political supporters, such as Blue Shield.
"The resounding barrier to vaccination has been confusion as a result of inconsistent,
contradictory or insufficient messaging from government and public health officials
on how to navigate all aspects of life under COVID," read the department's report.
"People are hesitant and/or unwilling to get vaccinated for multiple reasons."
According to the latest data compiled by the Kaiser Family Foundation, Latinos in
California account for 63 percent of the state's COVID cases and 48 percent of deaths.
But despite making up 39 percent of the state's population overall, Latinos have
received only 29 percent of the vaccines administered so far.
And the figures look worse when overall living conditions are considered. State health
officials divide California's 1,741 ZIP codes into four quartiles, ranking them from
the healthiest community conditions to the least healthy.
In the state government's most recent report, 73 percent of those living in the
healthiest quartile were fully vaccinated and 82.5 percent had received at least one
shot.
In the least healthy quartile, only 49.5 percent were fully vaccinated—and more than
40 percent had not received a single dose. (Statewide, 59.8 percent are fully
vaccinated and 69.3 percent have had at least one shot.)
Early previews of these kinds of numbers sent community activists and local clinicians
scrambling months ago, especially when it became apparent that Newsom's
administration was going to cut them out of the process.
Leaders of the state's association of 1,370 community clinics pleaded with Newsom in
February to direct a share of available vaccines their way, where workers with boots
on the ground could reach vulnerable urban populations, rural residents and
farm-workers who otherwise might have little access to the medicine.
In June, Newsom's revised state budget included no funding for the state's
cash-strapped 61 local public health departments, despite a surplus estimated at
$75.7 billion.
The County Health Executives Association of California responded on Twitter with
disbelief, noting that the budget "fails to recognize that lives were lost during the
COVID-19 crisis due to longstanding neglect of our public health workforce and
infrastructure."

The state's My Turn sign-up system for vaccinations was so problematic that people
began ignoring it altogether. And Blue Shield's standing as the state-contracted
administrator of doses—deciding who got what, and where—prompted alarmed
officials in several counties to opt out of the program and negotiate shipments of
doses directly with the state.
The upshot was that California missed its chance to communicate directly and
effectively with people living in communities of color and lower income
neighborhoods and thus muffed an opportunity to limit the COVID damage in those
areas.
A snapshot from last month in Los Angeles County, with overall vaccination numbers
on the rise, helps explain the magnitude of the mistake: Calculated over a two-week
period, the county's coronavirus case rates dropped 45 percent for Asian American
residents and 33 percent for whites, but just 22 percent for Latinos and 11 percent for
Black residents.
Now comes the Delta variant, faster and stronger than those before, and capable of
dangerously quick spread. Yale's Wilson noted that with some neighborhoods now
reaching high levels of overall vaccination and thus inoculated against a rapid spread,
the virus may well concentrate in areas where rates are still low.
This will lead to what the researcher called hyperlocal outbreaks, allowing the virus
"to hop, skip and jump from one poorly vaccinated area to another." In California,
that means extending the misery in neighborhoods and communities already ravaged
by the disease.
It falls squarely on Newsom and his administration to reinvigorate efforts to reach
these vulnerable residents—and they must begin by using the local clinics and health
officials who have been begging the governor to let them help.

